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Abstract

A lower limit is set on the B0

s meson oscillation parameter �ms using data

collected from 1991 to 1994 by the ALEPH detector. Events with a high trans-

verse momentum lepton and a reconstructed secondary vertex are used. The high

transverse momentum leptons are produced mainly by b hadron decays, and the

sign of the lepton indicates the particle/antiparticle �nal state in decays of neu-

tral B mesons. The initial state is determined by a jet charge technique using

both sides of the event. A maximum likelihood method is used to set a lower limit

of �ms. The 95% con�dence level lower limit on �ms ranges between 5.2 and

6.5(�h=c2) ps�1 when the fraction of b quarks from Z0 decays that form B0

s mesons

is varied from 8% to 16%. Assuming that the B0

s fraction is 12%, the lower limit

would be �ms > 6:1(�h=c2) ps�1 at 95% con�dence level. For xs = �ms �Bs
, this

limit also gives xs > 8:8 using the B0

s lifetime of �Bs
= 1:55� 0:11 ps and shifting

the central value of �Bs
down by 1�.

(Submitted to Physics Letters B.)
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1 Introduction

Flavour non-conservation in charged weak current interactions allows particle/antiparticle

oscillations in neutral B mesons [1]. Consider either the B0

d or the B0

s system. Let B0

stand for either B0

d or B
0

s , and B0 for either B0

d or B
0

s . If CP non-invariance is neglected,

then the probability distribution for a meson which is created as B0 (or B0) to decay as

a B0 (or B0) after a proper time t is

Pu(t) =
�

2
e��t(1 + cos�mt); (1)

where the subscript u denotes \unmixed," �m is the mass di�erence between the mass

eigenstates, and � is the decay rate, which is taken to be the same for both states.

(The convention �h = c = 1 is used throughout this paper.) Similarly, the probability

distribution for a B0 (or B0) to decay as its antiparticle after a proper time t is

Pm(t) =
�

2
e��t(1� cos�mt); (2)

where the subscript m stands for \mixed."

In the Standard Model, the processes governing B0

s and B0

d oscillations are nearly

the same except for the di�erent masses and the di�erent CKM [2] matrix elements Vts
and Vtd. Most of the theoretical uncertainty cancels if mixing in the two systems [1] is

compared:
�ms

�md

=
mBs

mBd

����VtsVtd

����
2

�2s
�̂Bs

�̂Bd

; (3)

where �̂Bs
and �̂Bd

are the QCD correction factors for the B0

s and B0

d , expected to be

similar, and �s is the ratio of hadronic matrix elements for the B0

s and B0

d. Estimates from

lattice QCD [3] and QCD sum rules [4] are consistent with a value of �s = 1:16� 0:10 [5].

For the B0

d system, time-dependent mixing has been observed by the ALEPH, OPAL

and DELPHI Collaborations at LEP [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. For the B0

s system, 95% con�dence

lower limits of �ms > 1:8 ps�1 [7] and �ms > 2:2 ps�1 [11] have been set by ALEPH and

OPAL respectively. These limits were obtained using events where both b hadrons decay

semileptonically.

This paper describes an investigation of time-dependent B0

s -B
0

s mixing using the

ALEPH data. Events are selected from hadronic Z decays containing at least one high pT
lepton. There is a signi�cant increase in the event sample by using jet charge in the event,

instead of relying on another high pT lepton in the opposite hemisphere, to determine the

initial quark state. In Z ! b�b events where b ! c `���, the charge of the lepton has the

same sign as that of the b quark at decay. Hence the particle/antiparticle state at the time

the B0 decays is determined by the sign of the lepton charge. The determination of the

particle/antiparticle state of the B0 at production is achieved by a rapidity weighted jet

charge technique [12] using information from both sides of the event. In the determination

of �ms, the method of maximum likelihood is used to study the fractions of mixed and

unmixed events as a function of the reconstructed proper times of the B0

s mesons which

undergo semileptonic decays.
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2 Event Selection

This analysis is based on approximately 3.4 million hadronic Z0 decays collected in

the ALEPH experiment during the 1991{1994 data runs.

A detailed description of the ALEPH detector [13] and its performance [14] are avail-

able elsewhere. The vertex detector (VDET) consists of two layers of double-sided silicon

microstrip detectors. The inner layer is at an average radius of 6.5 cm from the beam

axis, and covers 85% of the solid angle. The outer layer is at 11.3 cm, and covers 69%

of the solid angle. The point resolution at normal incidence is 12 �m in both the z and

r� projections. Charged tracks are then measured in an inner tracking chamber (ITC) of

outer radius 26 cm, followed by a time projection chamber (TPC) from 40 to 171 cm in

radius. The momentum resolution for charged tracks combining VDET, ITC and TPC in-

formation in the 1.5 T magnetic �eld is �p=p = 0:0006p GeV�1 for high momentum tracks.

The TPC also provides up to 338 measurements of speci�c ionization dE=dx which allows

3� e=� separation for particle momenta up to 8 GeV. The electromagnetic calorimeter

(ECAL), situated within the superconducting solenoidal magnet, is used with the TPC

to identify electrons. The ECAL energy resolution is �E=E = 0:18=
p
E (E in GeV). The

hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) and the muon chambers surrounding it are used to identify

muons. The total thickness of the calorimeter system is more than 8 interaction lengths.

A Monte Carlo sample of 2.0 million fully simulated hadronic events is used in this

study. The Monte Carlo generator is based on JETSET 7.3 [15] with updated branching

ratios. The K�orner-Schuler model [16] is used for semileptonic b decays. A fast Monte

Carlo based on the distributions in the fully simulatedMonte Carlo is also used in Section 7

for setting the limit on �ms.

To select hadronic events, at least �ve tracks are required which satisfy the following

criteria: j cos �j < 0:95 (with respect to the beam axis), approaching within 2.0 cm of

the beam axis, and within 10.0 cm of the interaction point in z at the nearest approach

to the beam axis, having � 4 TPC hits, and momentum p < 45 GeV. The momentum

sum of these tracks must exceed 10% of the LEP beam energy. In each event the charged

and neutral particles (determined by an energy-ow algorithm [14]) are separated into jets

using the scaled-invariant-mass technique [17] with the yc parameter set at 0:02. The event

is required to have the thrust axis away from the beam axis (j cos �thrustj < 0:85). Events

are then searched for leptons. If an event has one or more tracks satisfying the standard

ALEPH selection criteria for leptons [18], the highest momentum lepton candidate is

selected. Identi�ed electrons and muons are required to have momentum greater than 2.0

and 3.0 GeV, respectively. The highest momentum lepton more than 90� away from the

�rst is also selected if such a lepton is found. The leptons are associated with their nearest

jets. These jets are also required to be separated by more than 90�. If only one lepton

is found, the jet forming the highest invariant mass with the jet closest to the lepton is

selected as the opposite side jet.

The transverse momentum pT of the lepton from its associated jet is calculated with

2



the lepton momentum�rst subtracted from that of the jet. At least one lepton is required

to have pT > 1:0 GeV. These leptons are mainly produced by b hadrons, as they have

su�cient mass to produce the large transverse momentum. The b hadron source fraction

of the leptons is further enhanced by looking for evidence of a displaced b hadron decay

vertex in the opposite hemisphere, where the hemispheres are de�ned by the thrust axis of

the event. The method used in this analysis for separating a displaced heavy meson decay

vertex from the interaction point yields a b{tagging variable in each hemisphere which

is used to discriminate against light quark background contamination. The variable is

the largest di�erence in �2 when some of the tracks in the hemisphere are assigned to

a secondary vertex, compared to the case where all of the tracks in the hemisphere are

assigned to the primary vertex. The �2 di�erence is required to be greater than 4.0 in

the opposite hemisphere. This requirement removes 63% of the light quark background,

and 46% of the charm quark background, while leaving 82% of the b quark events. The

�2 calculation is explained in more detail in the next section.

3 Measurement of Decay Length and Momentum

The interaction point and decay vertex position must be reconstructed to determine the

decay length of the b hadron. Tracking information from charged tracks in 75 successive

hadronic events is used in a common �t to estimate the beam position and size in the

r� projection. The beam position can be measured to 30�m in x and 10�m in y. The

typical rms of the spot size is 150�m in x and 10�m in y. The primary vertex position

is reconstructed as follows: A coarse z coordinate is found using tracks which pass within

3 mm of the nominal beam axis. Tracks which have at least 4 TPC hits, �2 per degree of

freedom less than 4, and which pass within 3 mm from the beam axis at a position in z

which is within 3 mm of the coarse z coordinate are extrapolated into the plane de�ned

by the measured y position of the beam. The y position of the beam is known to 10�m,

and is used as the y coordinate of the primary vertex. Grid points are spaced 20�m apart

in both x and z on this plane, and serve as candidate primary vertex positions. The

�2 for each candidate vertex position is calculated using the impact points and errors of

all tracks within 3� of the candidate vertex point. The beam position and size in the

x coordinate are also used in the �2 calculation. A paraboloid is �t to the �2 values

of the grid points to interpolate the best primary vertex position. The curvature of the

paraboloid gives the vertex error. The resolution in b hadron events is typically 90�m

along the ight direction.

Charged tracks which are in the same hemisphere as the high pT lepton (excluding

the lepton itself) are assigned to either the interaction point or a single reconstructed

displaced decay vertex. Tracks are required to pass within 3 mm of the primary vertex

(or 3 mm in r-� if the z position error exceeds 1 mm near the primary vertex), have at

least 4 TPC hits, and have �2 per degree of freedom less than 4. A three dimensional grid

point search is performed for the secondary vertex position to �nd the displaced vertex

3



Fraction Sigma (mm) O�set (mm)

0.50 0.26 0.06

0.36 0.85 0.01

0.14 3.33 �0:79

Table 1: Parameters of the three Gaussian �t to the decay length resolution.

point{track assignment combination that has the greatest di�erence in �2 when compared

to the case where all tracks are assumed to come from the interaction point. Tracks are

required to come within 3� of the vertex to be assigned to it. In addition, a `jet-track'

is de�ned by the primary vertex position and its errors, and parallel to the jet direction.

It is given an additional angle error of 50 mrad, which is approximately the jet angular

resolution. The jet-track information is included in the �2 calculations.

Tracks within 1:7� of the displaced vertex point are combined to form a reconstructed

charm track. If only one track passes this condition, it serves as the charm track. At

least one of the tracks in the charm vertex is required to have a vertex detector hit. The

charm track is then intersected with the lepton to form a candidate B0

s decay vertex. The

lepton is required to have at least one vertex detector hit. The �2 for the reconstructed

B vertex is required to be less than 10. The reconstructed decay length l is the projected

distance from the production point to the b decay vertex along the jet direction. The

Monte Carlo decay length resolution is shown in Fig 1(a). It is parameterized with the

three o�set Gaussians of Table 1. This parameterization is used in the �tting function

of Section 5. As is shown in Fig 1(b), the resolution varies only slightly with true decay

length. While this variation is not included in the �tting function, it is taken into account

in the procedure used to set the limit on �ms (see Section 7).

The Monte Carlo parameterization of decay length resolution is checked in the data.

Events are selected with the b{tagging variable in the opposite hemisphere less than 2.0 to

enhance the uds fraction. The fraction of uds events in the fully simulated Monte Carlo

sample is 80%. High transverse momentum tracks with the same kinematic properties as

the leptons selected above are selected, except that these tracks are lepton anti-selected.

Otherwise, the decay length reconstruction is the same as outlined above, with the \fake"

lepton track serving as the lepton. Since most of these events are without tracks from

secondary decay vertices, the decay length resolution can be determined by comparing

the reconstructed decay points to the primary vertex. A comparison between data and

Monte Carlo for these events indicates that the decay length resolution is underestimated

by � 10% in the Monte Carlo. For this reason, the resolution used in subsequent sections

is degraded by a scale factor of Sres = 1:10 with respect to that of the Monte Carlo.

The momentum of the b hadron must be estimated in order to calculate the proper

time between its production and decay. The method used in this analysis has been
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Figure 1: a) The Monte Carlo decay length resolution over the entire range of l0 is �tted

with three Gaussians, and the parameters from the �t are listed in Table 1. b) The

resolution is also plotted in intervals of true decay length l0 (in mm).
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Fraction Sigma (ps/cm) O�set (ps/cm)

0.34 0.35 �0:05
0.46 1.1 0:00

0.20 3.5 �0:09

Table 2: Parameters for the three Gaussian �t to the g parameter.

described in the ALEPH dilepton mixing analysis [7]. The b hadron momentum is the

sum of the lepton momentum, the momentum of the charged tracks assigned to the charm

vertex, the estimated neutrino momentum, and a fraction of the measured jet momentum

due to the energy of neutral particles measured in the calorimeter system. The neutrino

energy is estimated as the di�erence between the beam energy and the amount of visible

energy [14] in the hemisphere containing the lepton. The b hadron is assigned its average

contribution of 67% of the measured momentum of neutral particles in the jet. This

fraction is taken from the fully simulated Monte Carlo.

A term related to the true relativistic boost is de�ned as

g0 =
m0

p0
; (4)

where m0 is the true mass of the appropriate b hadron, and p0 is its true momentum. The

true proper time in terms of the true decay distance l0 is then

t0 = g0 l0: (5)

The reconstructed counterpart of g0 is parameterized in terms of the reconstructed mo-

mentum:

g =
mb

p
; (6)

where mb is an average b hadron mass of 5.3 GeV. The resolution in g is plotted in Fig 2,

and the parameters of the three Gaussian �t are listed in Table 2. The core Gaussian

corresponds to a relative resolution of � 6%.

The reconstructed proper time is de�ned as:

t = g l: (7)

The proper time resolution is plotted in Fig 3 in intervals of true proper time. The proper

time resolution is not an input to the �tting function; a convolution of the resolutions in g

and l (using the expected g and l distributions) is used instead. The result is superimposed

for each of the intervals in Fig 3.
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Figure 2: The resolution for the parameter g, as estimated in the full Monte Carlo simu-

lation.

4 Determination of Particle/Antiparticle State at

Production and Decay

To determine whether a B0 meson has undergone mixing, it is necessary to determine

the particle/antiparticle state of the meson at production time and when it decays. The

�nal state is determined by the sign of the charge of the lepton tagging the b decay.

The initial state is determined by measuring the residual charges of the two b quarks

from the original Z ! b�b decay, where the two quarks generally form jets in opposite

hemispheres. The hemisphere of the b quark usually has negative net charge, while the

opposite hemisphere has a positive charge corresponding to a �b quark. A jet charge

technique applied to both sides of the event has been used for measuring B0

d oscillations

by OPAL [8], using momentum weighted charge. The present analysis instead uses a

rapidity weighted jet charge de�ned as

Qjet =

Pn
i=1 yiqiPn
i=1 yi

; (8)

where yi is the rapidity de�ned as

yi =
1

2
log

Ei + pijj

Ei � pijj
; (9)

and qi is the charge of track i, Ei its energy, and pijj its momentum component along the

jet axis. The jet charges of both sides of the event are used to determine the state (B0
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or B0) at production time of the jet containing the high pT lepton. (The lepton charge is

included in the jet charge calculation.)

A powerful variable to tag mixed or unmixed events is the lepton signed jet charge

di�erence q` (Qs�Qo), where Qs is the jet charge value for the jet in the same hemisphere

as the lepton, Qo is the jet charge value for the jet in the opposite hemisphere, and q` is

the lepton charge. Fig 4(a) and (b) show that q` (Qs�Qo) is on average negative for mixed

and positive for unmixed events. Fig 4(c) shows that Monte Carlo and data distributions

in q` (Qs � Qo) agree well. Events with q` (Qs �Qo) > 0:2 are tagged unmixed, while

those with q` (Qs �Qo) < �0:2 are tagged mixed. With this selection, 60% of truly

mixed events have their mixed/unmixed state correctly determined, and 79% of unmixed

events are correctly determined. The e�ciency for the requirement of jQs �Qoj > 0:2 is

approximately 50%. Note that the `tag rates' include e�ects of wrong{signed leptons when

the lepton does not come directly from a semileptonic b decay, mostly due to semileptonic

decays of the charm daughters of b hadrons. The total number of selected decays in the

tagged mixed and unmixed ALEPH data samples are 10561 and 32856 respectively.

5 The Fitting Function

An unbinned maximum likelihood function is constructed for �tting the proper time

distributions of mixed and unmixed events. Pg(gjg0) and Pl(ljl0) are (largely indepen-

dent) conditional probability distributions: Pg(gjg0) is the probability distribution of the

measured value of g for a given value of true g0, and Pl(ljl0) is similarly de�ned. Pl(ljl0)
is taken as the sum of the three Gaussians of Table 1, and Pg(gjg0) is given by the sum

of the three Gaussians of Table 2.

The momentum distribution D0(p0) of the B meson is taken to be of the Peterson

form [19]. A change of variable from p0 to g0 then gives the joint distribution in g0 and l0
as

(10)

D(g0; l0) =

8>><
>>:

mb

�b

1

g0
Do(

mb

g0
)e
�
g0l0
�
b for g0 >

mb

Ebeam

and l0 > 0

0 otherwise.

With this D(g0; l0), the joint distribution in g0; l0; g and l is then

P(g0; l0; g; l) = D(g0; l0)Pg(gjg0)Pl(ljl0): (11)

The �tted parameters are:

�md, the mixing parameter for B0

d mesons;

Au, the fraction of unmixed events correctly tagged as unmixed.
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The following variables are also used:

fBs
is the fraction of b quarks which form B0

s mesons (weighted by the ratio of the

B0

s semileptonic branching fraction to the average b hadron semileptonic branching

fraction);

fBd
is the fraction of b quarks which form B0

d mesons (weighted by the ratio of the

B0

d semileptonic branching fraction to the average b hadron semileptonic branching

fraction);

EBs
is the reconstruction e�ciency of B0

s mesons relative to B� and �b hadrons;

EBd
is the reconstruction e�ciency of B0

d mesons relative to B� and �b hadrons;

fuds is the uds fraction of the selected event sample;

fc�c is the c�c fraction of the selected event sample;

fb�b � 1 � fc�c � fuds;

Am is the fraction of mixed events correctly tagged as mixed.

With the method of jet charge described above, the two tag rates Au and Am are di�erent

in value. The lifetimes �b of the various b hadrons are assumed equal for simplicity. The

relative e�ciencies for B0

s and B0

d mesons compared to other b hadrons are found to be

EBs
= 0:88 and EBd

= 0:90. The loss in e�ciency is mostly due to the jet charge cut which

has a lower e�ciency for mixed events. The fraction FBs
of events with B0

s mesons with

respect to all events is then

FBs
= fb�b

EBs
fBs

EBs
fBs

+ EBd
fBd

+ (1 � fBs
� fBd

)
; (12)

and similarly for FBd
.

The probability distribution P(g0; l0; g; l) of equation (11) is used to get the desired

mixed and unmixed distributions by:

�m(g; l) =

Z
1

0

dg0

Z
1

0

dl0 �m(g0l0)P(g0; l0; g; l); (13)

and

�u(g; l) =

Z
1

0

dg0

Z
1

0

dl0 [1� �m(g0l0)]P(g0; l0; g; l); (14)

where

�m(t) =
1

2
FBs

(1 � cos�mst) +
1

2
FBd

(1 � cos�mdt): (15)

The non-b hadron (charm and uds) background events are treated as unmixed b

hadrons, except that they have a di�erent reconstructed proper time distribution. This

11



event type lepton source fraction (%) sum (%)

B0

s b! ` 8.1 9.5

b! c! ` 0.7

b! other ! ` 0.4

fake 0.3

B0

d b! ` 26.8 33.2

b! c! ` 4.4

b! other ! ` 1.2

fake 0.8

other b hadron b! ` 38.1 45.1

b! c! ` 3.9

b! other ! ` 1.7

fake 1.4

c�c c! ` 8.2 9.2

fake 1.0

uds uds! ` 0.6 3.0

fake 2.4

Table 3: Composition of the high pT lepton sample in the fully simulated Monte Carlo.

Misidenti�ed hadrons are referred to as fakes.

proper time distribution is estimated from the fully simulated Monte Carlo sample and

�tted with two exponentials convoluted with the resolution.

Finally, if Nm (Nu) is the number of events where the method of jet charge gives the

result that the event is mixed (unmixed), then the likelihood function is given by

L =
NmY
i=1

[Am�m(gi; li) + (1 �Au)�u(gi; li)]
NuY
j=1

[(1�Am)�m(gj; lj) +Au�u(gj ; lj)]: (16)

6 Studies of B0
d and B

0
s Oscillations

The relative composition of the di�erent sources of high pT leptons in the event sample

is estimated from the fully simulated Monte Carlo and shown in Table 3. These numbers

depend on the input values to the full simulation: The fraction fBs
of B0

s mesons produced

out of all b hadrons generated is 12%, and the corresponding fraction for B0

d mesons is

fBd
= 40%. The common lifetime �b for all b hadrons is 1:5 ps, and the mixing parameters

for the B0

s and B0

d mesons are �ms = 1:6 ps�1 and �md = 0:467 ps�1, respectively.

A �t to the proper time distribution of the selected events yields a fraction of 7:6%

of the events in the data sample which are compatible with having zero lifetime. Studies
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Figure 5: The proper time distribution for the data is plotted with the result of the

lifetime �t superimposed.

of the composition of high pT leptons in the ALEPH data suggest a uds fraction of

fuds � 5:1%.1 The remaining events, with fraction fsb, belong to a class of b hadron

events where the decay vertex is reconstructed near the primary vertex independent of

the true b decay length. This happens mainly when there are few charged tracks from the

true charm vertex, so a secondary vertex is reconstructed using tracks which are really

from the primary vertex.

A correction is applied for decay length dependent e�ciency found in the fully sim-

ulated Monte Carlo (mainly due to the �2 requirement on the reconstructed b vertex).

The e�ect is treated by weighting events at longer decay lengths appropriately to account

for the loss in e�ciency, which is only signi�cant for events at large decay length (l > 1

cm), and a�ects only about 3% of selected events. As a cross-check, a �t for the lifetime

is performed. The �t in the data yields �b = 1:60� 0:01 ps and �b = 1:52� 0:01 ps for the

Monte Carlo with 1.5 ps input lifetime. The errors are statistical only. The systematic

error for the data is estimated to be about �0:07 ps, making the result compatible with

the world average [20] of �b = 1:54� 0:02 ps. The reconstructed proper time distribution

for the data is plotted in Fig 5 with the result of the lifetime �t superimposed.

TheB0
d oscillation parameter �md is determined as a check on the analysis. Assum-

ing �b = 1:5 ps, fBs
= 0:12; fBd

= 0:40;�ms = 30 ps�1, and Am = 0:60, a two-dimensional

1Note that this measured uds fraction is larger than the 3:0% found in the fully simulated Monte

Carlo.
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�t with the ALEPH data is performed for �md and Au. This gives Au = 0:792 � 0:003

and �md = 0:47 � 0:04 ps�1, where the errors are statistical only. The value for �md

agrees with the world average [21] of 0:48 � 0:03 ps�1.

The �ms value used in the �t for the Monte Carlo is set at the input value of 1.6 ps�1.

The �t for the Monte Carlo yields Au = 0:790�0:004 and �md = 0:48�0:05 ps�1, which

agree with the input values of Au = 0:790 and �md = 0:467 ps�1. Fig 6 shows the tagged

mixed fraction for Monte Carlo and data. The solid curve for the fully simulated Monte

Carlo is the expected distribution with the input value of �ms = 1:6 ps�1. The solid

curve for the data is the expected distribution for �ms = 30 ps�1, while the dashed curve

is the distribution for �ms = 6 ps�1. Note that the sensitivity of this analysis comes from

the unbinned maximum likelihood �t, not from a direct �t to the binned data as shown

in the �gure.

7 Setting the Limit for �ms and Studies of System-

atic E�ects

Fig 7(a) shows the � log L curve for the data as a function of �ms, where � logL is

de�ned as the negative log likelihood value (� log L) at a given �ms minus the � log L

value calculated at the �ms where the � logL is at its minimum. It uses the values of Au

and �md determined above as inputs to the �t, and assumes a B0

s fraction of fBs
= 12%.

The data prefer high values of �ms, with a favoured value of 8 ps�1. The di�erence in

likelihood for higher values of �ms is insu�cient to exclude them, however, so a lower

limit is therefore set on �ms. Superimposed on the data is a 95% con�dence level lower

limit curve calculated using a `fast' Monte Carlo. The construction of the limit curve is

discussed after the following description of the fast Monte Carlo simulation.

The fast Monte Carlo is intended to produce results similar to those found in the fully

simulated Monte Carlo, while allowing greater freedom to study statistical and systematic

e�ects. The input tag rates to the fast Monte Carlo are listed in Table 4. These are

taken from the fully simulated Monte Carlo, and the errors are the statistical uctuations

corresponding to the size of the ALEPH data sample. The important parameters in the

fully simulated Monte Carlo which are not accurately known are treated by generating

fast Monte Carlo samples with their uncertainties included. For every generated sample,

the parameters in Table 5 are selected from Gaussian distributions around their central

values according to their uncertainties. The e�ects of the uncertainties are then included,

as the data and fast Monte Carlo samples are analyzed with the same �tting function.

Event generation proceeds as follows: Constraining fb�b � 1 � fc�c � fuds, the overall

avour of the event is generated. The central value of fc�c = 0:09 is taken from the

fully simulated Monte Carlo, and fuds = 0:05 as discussed in Section 6. For the b�b

events, the fraction fBs
is �xed at 12% (the dependence of the limit on fBs

is treated

14
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parameter value error

Au (B
0

s ! `) 0.817 � 0.010

Au (B
0

d ! `) 0.831 � 0.004

Au (other b! `) 0.874 � 0.003

Am (B0

s ! `) 0.722 � 0.014

Am (B0

d ! `) 0.624 � 0.015

Au (B
0

s ! c! `) 0.238 � 0.036

Au (B
0

d ! c! `) 0.309 � 0.014

Au (other b! c! `) 0.247 � 0.012

Am (B0

s ! c! `) 0.075 � 0.027

Am (B0

d ! c! `) 0.193 � 0.027

Ac�c 0.846 � 0.007

Auds 0.633 � 0.016

Table 4: Input tag rates in the fast Monte Carlo. The listed errors are due to statistical

uctuations in the generation of event samples which correspond to the size of the ALEPH

data sample.

parameter value uncertainty

�b (ps) 1.54 � 0.05

�Bs
(ps) 1.5 � 0.2

�md (ps
�1) 0.50 � 0.05

f�b 0.10 � 0.04

f bcBs
0.088 � 0.009

f bcBd
0.140 � 0.014

f bcother b 0.100 � 0.010

fuds 0.05 � 0.02

fc�c 0.09 � 0.02

fsb 0.025 � 0.025

Au (B
0

s ! `) 0.817 � 0.080

Am (B0

s ! `) 0.722 � 0.030

Ac�c 0.846 � 0.080

Auds 0.633 � 0.020

Sres 1.10 � 0.10

Table 5: Parameter uncertainties input to the fast Monte Carlo. Data sets are generated

with the listed parameters selected in Gaussian distributions around their central values

with widths given by the indicated uncertainties.
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later.) The b baryon fraction f�b is selected randomly using the central value and width

indicated in Table 5. The value of fBd
= fB+ is then determined by the constraint:

fBs
+ f�b + fBd

+ fB+ = 1.

The fractions fBd
and fBs

are adjusted for the relative reconstruction e�ciencies EBd

and EBs
of these mesons compared to the non-oscillating b hadrons (B� mesons and b

baryons). The fractions f bcBs
, f bcBd

, and f bcother b are used to generate the respective fractions

of cascade leptons for the B0

s and B0

d mesons and other b hadrons.

A true momentum and decay length are generated for each b�b event. The true mo-

mentum is generated according to the true momentum distribution of b hadrons (taken

from the fully simulated Monte Carlo after the �nal event selection), and the true decay

length is calculated using the true momentum and a true proper time generated using an

exponential decay-time distribution. The generated input �b is varied by the indicated er-

ror. Proper-time dependent e�ciencies are included, which redistribute the proper times

slightly. The decay length and momentum resolutions vary as functions of true decay

length and true momentum respectively, and the reconstructed values are smeared ac-

cordingly, using eight slices in decay length and seven in momentum. The fast Monte

Carlo resolution is degraded by a factor Sres = 1:10�0:10 relative to the resolution found

in the fully simulated Monte Carlo (see Section 3). The class of b events (see Section 6)

where the decay length is reconstructed near the primary vertex independent of the true

b decay length are also included in the fast Monte Carlo.

The true proper time and momentum generation is done the same way for cascade

decays (b! c! `) as for normal b! ` decays. The slightly longer reconstructed decay

length from the subsequent c decay is simulated using a resolution parameterization with

a positive shifted mean. For B0

s and B0

d mesons, the true proper decay time is used to

determine the true mixed/unmixed state. The probability that an event is tagged as

mixed or unmixed is then generated based on the lepton signed jet charge tag rates of

each species of b hadron in the fully simulated Monte Carlo (Am and Au for mixed and

unmixed, respectively), according to whether the lepton comes from a direct semileptonic

b hadron decay, or a subsequent cascade decay. These values of Am and Au are listed

in Table 4. Since the average value of Au was �t from the data with an error of 0.003,

and there is agreement between data and Monte Carlo to that level, the individual values

for unmixed tag rates Au for the di�erent event sources are �xed so that the average is

constrained, and the uncertainty in the average is simulated by choosing the unmixed tag

rate for B0

s ! ` events from a Gaussian distribution with � large enough to cover the

uncertainty in the average unmixed tag rate. The uncertainty in Au for B
0
s ! ` events is

thus set at 0:08. The uncertainty in Am for B0

s ! ` events is set at 0.03 using the same

procedure.

The charm and uds contributions are simulated in a slightly di�erent way. The recon-

structed decay length and momentum distributions, also from the fully simulated Monte

Carlo (after �nal selection), are used to generate events. The fraction of these events

which are tagged unmixed is taken from the fully simulated Monte Carlo. These fractions
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are Ac�c and Auds, respectively.

The likelihood di�erences � logL for the fast Monte Carlo are then calculated for 300

samples at various input values of �ms (2.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0 ps�1), each with sample

size equal to that of the data. (600 samples are used if the �ms value is close to where the

limit is set.) The 95% con�dence limit is determined by locating the point below which

lie 95% of the � logL values, calculated at the input value of �ms. The 95% con�dence

limit curve is then drawn through the points at di�erent input �ms, as shown in Fig 7(a).

The data � logL curve intersects the limit curve at �ms = 6:1 ps�1. This is taken as the

95% con�dence level lower limit.2

A limit of �ms = 6:0 ps�1 is obtained if the likelihood di�erence � logL is de�ned

instead as the � logL value at a given �ms minus the � logL value calculated at near{

maximal mixing (�ms = 30 ps�1).

As the B0

s meson fraction fBs
is not accurately known, and plays a special role on the

sensitivity of the analysis to oscillations, the systematic e�ect of this parameter is studied

by repeating the fast Monte Carlo experiments using di�erent values of fBs
as inputs.

The corresponding input value is also input into the �tting function for both the data

and fast Monte Carlo samples. Fig 7(b) shows the results of 95% con�dence level lower

limit in �ms as a function of fBs
. The limit varies from �ms > 5:2 ps�1 at fBs

= 8% to

�ms > 6:5 ps�1 at fBs
= 16%. Values3 of fBs

= (13� 3)% and fBs
= (12:2� 3:2)% have

been estimated elsewhere [11, 22].

To check that the data curve is consistent with a �ms value larger than the limit

value, 200 fast Monte Carlo samples with equivalent statistics to the ALEPH data sample

were generated with fBs
= 12% and �ms = 30 ps�1 (near{maximal mixing). In 50%

of the samples, the simulated likelihood curve crosses the 95% CL limit curve at a �ms

value greater than 6:1 ps�1. This demonstrates that the limit set with the ALEPH data

is within the sensitivity expected from Monte Carlo studies.

8 Conclusions

A lower limit has been set for the B0

s oscillation parameter using a jet charge technique

and an unbinned maximum likelihood �tting function, by comparing the ALEPH data

to expected distributions generated with a fast Monte Carlo simulation. Varying the

fraction fBs
of b quarks from Z0 decays that form B0

s mesons from 8% to 16%, the 95%

con�dence level lower limit of �ms ranges from 5.2 to 6.5 ps�1. Taking fBs
= 12% , as

2The equivalent lower limits in �ms are 5.0 and 5.8 ps�1 for the 1991 to 1993 data, and the 1994

data respectively, the two data samples being roughly equal in statistics. This result supercedes the

preliminary result using the 1991 to 1993 data reported in the 1994 Glasgow Conference.
3Strictly speaking, this is the production fraction without weighting by the ratio of the B0

s semileptonic

branching fraction to the average semileptonic branching fraction; the di�erence of the B0

s semileptonic

branching fraction and the average is, however, expected to be small.
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favored by other analyses [11, 22], a lower limit of �ms > 6:1 ps�1 is set at 95% con�dence

level. The limit value corresponds to 4:0 � 10�3 eV. Since xs = �ms �Bs
, this limit also

gives xs > 8:8, using the B0

s lifetime of �Bs
= 1:55 � 0:11 ps [21, 23] and shifting the

central value of �Bs
down by 1�. Using the world average central values [5, 20] of the

quantities in equation 3, and including their uncertainties by shifting the values by 1� to

the conservative side, yields jVts=Vtdj > 2:6 for fBs
= 12%. Varying fBs

, jVts=Vtdj > 2:4

for fBs
= 8%, and jVts=Vtdj > 2:7 for fBs

= 16%.
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